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ABSTRACT

Drawing on research and the author's experience, this paper presents descriptions and
prescriptions regarding the cuntrover~ialissue ofuse of L1 (first language) and of L2
(target imgwge) in the foreign language classroom. In the context of her own p M c e ,
the author discusses and evaluates techniques and principles that include the use of the
use of L1 as well as those that exclude it. This project will examine vadous hkractions
among the teacher, the learner, and the content as they relate to LllL2 use in the
classroom. Awm~zessof the variables involved is the foundation fur #heteacher's
wntinual adjustment of her own L1IL2 use and of her expectations of learners' use af L1

and L2.
ERIC des~riptors:Classroom Discourse; Language Alfematiioa
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Introduction

Dudeg my first three years ofteaching French, I was full of experhentation and

doubts. 'Ifelt sure of one thing, however; that the monohgual p-ple,

that is, excIusive

use of the target language (L2) in the classroom was essential to effective lmgjmge

teaching and learning. 1followed this principle at first, then gave into presswe h m my

students and went to the:othet extreme of using and allowing a good deal of English in

class, all the while still believing in the monolingual principle. 1 began to wonder what
.-

*

other teachers were: doing, especially as regards the LVL2 dilemma, aad how I might

learn h m them.Not only did toy focus on this dilemmaprecede my Summer Master lin
the Arts of Teaching (SMAT) come work but it dso served +isan impetus for this paper:

an exaininationof the research on use of L1 in the L2 classroom. The SMAT cuurse work
answered some of my questions on this issue, but raised many more. The research 1 did

for this Independent Professional Project (IFP) has given me guideposts for an ongoing

exploration of effective use of L2 aud L1 in my French classes. It is my hope that my
findingscan do the same for other teachers and b t it will generate W e r research of
this rather neglected issue in language teaching and learning. I will begin with a brief
history of my struggle with the use of L1 in my language teaching, a description of the:

research that I carried out, md theq go on to the framework aad o~auizationof this

R~searchfor this project has contributedto what I gleaned from SUAT cdurse

work on the r& of L1 q d L2 in i t h e history of fonig.language teaching methodology.
This in turn has helped me become aware of some of the influences on my own use ofL1

and L2 las a novice teacher. I discovered a pendulum-like swing h m kquennt foreign
language use (L2)to frequent iirst language we (Ll) characterizes this history. Ufieof Ll
was.stoongduring Chammar-Translation domiimce, then looked dowa upon when the

Direct and the Audio-Liigual Msthads became prdomhmt. L1 use became more

m p b d once again with the Silent Way, Suggestopda and Cornunity Language
I,aw&g, only to be rejected by the CommunicativeApproach. Therefore, the w y

answer to my question of how to use L1 or L2 effectivelywas to adopt one of these
approaches which prescribe how to use L1 and L2.

During SUAT come work, I was initially delighted to discover that each
approach we studied hcluded a prescription for Ll use, but the introductory training in

the techniques of these approaches did not provide enough information, Moreover, like
many other students in the SMAT phgram, I became aware of my wwillingness to
follow any single language teaching method exolusively. As I pursued the tapic for this

paper, 1came to realize that my eclectic tewbing approach could evolve more

mietbodicalfythan it had before. By consciously craftingan L1&2 lens, It could have a
personally significantfocus to guide my examhati~nand assessment of tbe effectivenf!ss
of my own and othersfteauhhg practices.

50be sure, the changes inmy teaching during my first three years in the
,

.:

cIassroom prior tc, beginning the SMAT pmgcam were a.hady influenced by an L a 2

Ieqs: tbat of the monblingual principle. Although I was not initially aware of this fern as a

choice among others, by my third year I had begun to question the teaching value of two

distinctyet related factors: my high p~ficiencyin Fmch and the validity of the
.tnonoiingualprinciple. Was I. alone in not being able to make the monolitrgual principle

work? Did other teachers use it even when it was not working? Did teachers move
towards or away fio* more effective use of L2 as they becamemore experieticed?
Several years of teaching experience and my passion for the target language fiad not been

eough for me; maybe they were not enough for others either. J started asking myself

about .the relatiomhip &tween s teacher's enthusiastic proficiency in the target language

and the length of her teaching experiqnce in contributingto student outcomes of affect

aad learning. This fed me to wonder whether a particular kind of L1 use could be another
helpful fmtor.
Of all the sources T bave consdted for this project, "Six Cases in Clitssmog~

Communication: A Study of Teagher r)iscowe in the Foreign Language Classroom" by
Elizabeth Guthrie (1987), has perhaps contributed the most to my awareness and
acceptance of my early Lm2 approaches.On the one hand, her study showed me some

of objective statistics relating to La2, such as the w

e of percentage of L2 use of

diffkrmt teachers. On the otber hand, Guthie's work revealed that my teaching hsd been

at both extremes ofthe range. I recognized some of my own teacher behaviors, 4tbus

found myself subjectively interpreting the motives bebind the teacher behaviow that
Guthrie documents.

My firstyear, I would have identified with the teacher described by Guthrie
.I
?
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(1987)as rep~sentingone end of the spec-:

"Although Joe spoke French close to

100% of the time,and although his students spoke over 90%French, the percentage of
.

L-.,

student talk in his class was second lowest of the six teachers" (p 184). In my early
teaching, the pressure b m teachers md administrators to apply the m o a o S ~
principle strongly a.Eatedmy teaching. As a novice teacher, I I
to tell myself that I
had the command of French necessary in order to teach it well and that I just needed
inore experience. Bowever, I received hardly my eqlicit feedback or suggestions b m

teachers, adm'uristmto~or students.

Soon,it was apparent that few of my students were engaged and leedamhg
w h e I~
used my initial 1W ?
French teacher-talk. My students seemed soothed by L1 use 'and
soon I could no longer bring myself to use or elicit only L2.Tbw, I shifted &om almost
constant L2 use to frequent. L1 use. By my third year I had become like the teacher

Guthrie (1987) describes at i t t h e other end of the spectrum, yet no more effective:
Amy's prevalent use of English for explaining, clarifLing and even far giving
~ 0 1 1 and
5 her fi.equeat use of English-to-French translation exercises appear
to account:for the fact that the average percentage of French use in her class was
lower than any other.'' (p. 179)

Codd Amy and I have felt compelled to use so much English as a means of lowering
students' eective filter and ensllringcomprehension?Understanding this phase in my

L1L2teaching practices has facilitat&I8cceptanceof my deficiencies.This acceptance in
turn has allowed me to take action to improve,

To summarize, in my fmt years of teaching my beliefs and behaviors regarding

L a 2 use in my French classes were influend by external sources: pressures that I
perceived and misinterpreted. By my third year of teaching, I was aware that my learner

outcomes were not as good as they could be. I jumped to the conclusion that I nwded to

make my teaching less teacher-center& and more strldent-centered,and I tried to do this
by yielding to my students' apparent need for more LI in the classroom. I could not

shake the belief, however, that 1should be using oniy L2 and tbat my students should be

forced to use only L2, because that is what I ranembed &om my experience:as a
fauguage learner. Fuller awareness of LllL2 issues iamy awn bachiag was to develop
through m y SMAT come work and through my research for this project.
One of the readings assignedand d i m e d in my SMAT course work was an

excerpt h m David Hawkins' essay, "I,Thou, and It" (Hawkins, 2002). In this essay,

Hawkins presents the teaching and l e g experience as a triangular set of intemctiom
between the teacher "I, the learners 'Thou" and the subject matter to be lemed: ''It." He
states that misguidedteachersfocus on their own relationship with the subject matter and

on their relationshipwith the learam. Moreover, he argues that the teacher should be
more concerned with the learner's ~lationihipwith the subject:matter. I2awki.mclaims

that ody the teacher can sustain the "Thou-It" interaction by providing e x t e d feedback
that the learner carl~lotprovide for

Ib other words, the teacher's cor~scioas~

continuous. effbrt to provide a vaFiety of means of access to the subject matter allows'tbe
.

learner to &art seehg herself as investigator or crafts-.
As a beginning teacher, I was preoccupied with my own identification with

Frehch language and culturej the~"1-1t"'in Hawkins' framework Then, I became more
aware of the importance of my relationship with my students, the "I~Thou"
dimension,

However, it was not until I became interested in my students' hkractiohwith the Frmh
language and with one another, the "Thou-It'aspect, that my teaching began to improve

and become rewarding.

Gradually my perceptions of the teacher, of the students, and of the subject matter

.

,

..- ,

have alignedthemselves with Hmkins' trimgular w n c e p W i o n oflanguage
teaching, Therefore, 1I v e chosen this tdzmguliion as a framework to organize both

the-bodyand the cunclusion of this paper. In the "I" section, L E 2 variables which are

.elatedto the t e a r and her teaching will b addressed.'~nthe "Thou" section, I discuss
aspects which are related to the learners. Finally, the "It" section presents factors related
to the language br other learning content. This project is also
-c

by its

threefold oriepation within the three sectiofls: my mseach, my teaching experience, and

my reflmtians. 1bave also drawn comlusiom that inffwnce thevoIutian of my
approach to L a 2 use in my teaching practice.

In the '?"section, I will look at Ltber-talk and teachers' use of conversational
adjustments, movements, objects and images. In addition, L will discuss the issues of

--

language alteroation and trans1ation in the language classroom. ][n the "Thou"section, I
will examine the variables of learner age, attitudes and behaviors as they relate to small

group work and classroom mauagement; areas that have become essatial in my own
p d w . In the "It" section, I will look at the concept of lanpge distance and L2

p&fi~ienoylevels as they pertah to the teacher, to the students and to the use of Ll and

L2 ia the clas~]:oom,Finally, I will s d z e my conc1usionspartly by rqlathg them ta
arguments ofHawkins' essay.
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The teacher plays a pivotal role in the use of LVL2 in the classroom. Teacher-talk
constitutes a major sowe of speech in the classroom, regardlessofhow teacher-centered

or student-centered a language class is. lt is thus a major source ~f L2 "comprehensible
i

input," Stephen-hen's

j

tam for the portion of L2 discourse that a Iemer

coplpreheads. Siace teacher-& is more easily conttolledby the teacher, it is a good

#,

starting point for investigatiug aptiinal LYL2 use in the foreign language c l a s ~ ~ o m
In.

,
>;

this section, I d l address re&h
-

questions and research on four aspects: teacher

.dimuse skills, extra-linguistic strategies, LUL-2d k d o n , and tamslation.

1) What are same skills and strategies of teachers which improve the

comprehensibility of L2 talk between the teacher and students?

Classroom co~tll~cation
inohrdm not only exchanges between teacher and
students but also among students. Wbat a teacher says, how she says it, and how she
responds to L2 student utterances is part of teacher tdk, a key skill for effwtive
classroom communication@llis, 1984, p+96).In my research, I f w d several studies

which draw conclusions regarding teachers who use L2 extensively and how they use it.
According to Pica and Long (1986), a teacher's residence in a target language country
increases hm use of L2 more than her years of teaching experience, Although their study
','

:<
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,
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.,:,,
'
.
?
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.

examines increased L2 use, it does not take into a c c o ~the
t effectiveness of L2 use in
.-

determining &dent leaning outcomes. O;tbriels dsscriptia of Joe's L2-ody teaching
and the memory ofmy own early L 2 4 y phase, pint out that a teacher who is very
flutent in the target l a n m e can be ineffective ifother skills are Isckiag. Both Guthie

and EUis studied such L.2 only teacher &scourse profiles and atbib*

these *hers'

dative ineffectiveness largely to their poor skills incanversatod gustmenb,

These adjustments are m&doas

and adaptationsthaf a teacher makes to her

L2 speech to eacoumge negotiation of mean'ing with the learners and also to foster their
compreheasion ofher 212 speech (Ellis, 1984, p. 96). Slowing down and ~c~
clearly tue among the most intuitive m&catiom.

more

Multiple exemplification i$ another

way to pmote comprehensible input. Clarity applies to meaning as well as to

pronunciation and is the gad ofexpansion. Expansion is a convefs8tiollal acljustment in

which the teacher repeats and elaborates on an unclear student utternee. The followiog is
an example of expaasion:
Student 3 :Uh...c 'est..,.ce ne Franquis typiq&.
Teacher: R n ' k t a i t pFrunqais mique?
Student 3: Ne persot& est typique. .
Teacher: Personne n 'est &pique? C'est d-dire qu'il n 'estpaspossiblede
gB&raZiser .(Guthie, 1987, p. 188)

Irl this exchange the teacher cha expands a fkgment into a complete sentence.
Next, she corrects the syntax of the student's phrase. Finally, she pmphLases the
student's utterance, introducing new vucabulary.
Some conversational adjustment techniques relate to vocabulary choice.

Repetition without elaboration is one example. In additionto repeating utterances within
. ,
+
..

the same exchange, a teacher can also help ensure comprehension by using

high-fiquency vocabulary (words that are repeated from one exchange b mother).Also

related to vocabulary choice is the use afparaphrasingand synonyms. Lin (1990, p.
18-19) paints out that a teacher may also use sound markers (stress, pitch, and length) to

adjust her L2 speech to the lamer.

Ifliving in a target language country does not emure that a teacber develops
~ n v ~ o nadjustment
a l
skills in the classtoom, can extensive teaching experience do

so? Before beginniag my resewh I was not yet aware that cunversatiod adjustment
ski& might be @y, but I already wondered about tbe mlatiomhip between length of
teaching experience and effective L2 W h g . Pica and Long (1986), as well as D e n
(1991), have found that experienced and inexperiencedteachers alike tead to use ars

inordinate number of display questions (qmstio~uto which the teacher knows the
answets). This type of question is antithedud to negotiation of meaning which is critical

to the effectivenessof an L2 only class roo^ (Pica and Long, 1986, p. 84; Pica, 1988, p.
74). Similarly, a study led by Frohlich, Spada and Allen (1 985) reveals that almost

exclusive use ofL2 by aachers with imdquate use of expaasion was problematic for

learners @. 42-43). Ellis (1984) points out that "...wherethe teacher is not especially
good at 'teacher-talk' and has a tendency to refer to displaced acfivity rather than the

h-aud-now

of the classroo1n itself, the pupils may not achieve any 'intake' &at they

can use to extend their receptive wmpetence" (p. 1 I 1). An eEectiv6 here-and-now

example would be to compare students' heights to introduce the comparative as opposed
to using a displaced reference comparing the Statue of Llhrty to the Eiffel Tower.

As I reflect on these researchers' writings, I realize that some conversational
adjustment strategiescome easily to me. My naturally slow, well-.articulatedspeech lends

itself@comprehensibility. My gesturing,facial expressions, intonation a d dramatic flair
dso enhance my L2 teacher talk. Nonetheless, my research and experience suggest that

skill in most conversational adjustment strategies requires comcious effort and ongoing
p d m , and.that I am not done in these challerrges. This research supports my suspicion
that L2 proflcic$cy and exbmive experience mi@t not be onty' essential elements for
effectve I 2 teacbhg. As a l a w e learner, 1 became capable of eliciting repetition and

~ I ~ c a t i and
o a of using circ~ocutionto inake my own meaning clear. Unforhmately,
msse cowematjoaal adjustmentsdid'not adequately transferto rellted teaching skills.

W %pecBcclass~oomb t m c 8 ibstrates tbis lack of transfer, though it surely was not

isolated My lesson plan.invoIved using a recipe for Madeleine cakes. At the time, it

seemed ideal that no.Engli& was spoken in the class and that student curiosityjustified
.

my spontaneous commentary an the work of Marcel Proust. His Madelehe pm$age

.

,-

irohically deals with the theme of memory,the antithesis of Ellis' crucial concept of 'here

and now'. It is clear to me now that my digmssion sprang @om

the misinterpretation of a

student's question and that several of my students disengaged because of my problematic

expansion ofa student comment.
I thinb:back on this class in particular when I identi@with Joe's teaching as

Outhrie (1 987) describes it:
Because Joe's discourse appem fiquently confhiag and because he tends to
irqpose his own interpretations of students' uttemces on them and even to
dispute their viewpoints without verifyinghis understanding of what they want to
say, it seems likely that despite his very high use of French, his students are
relatively Uninvolved in the senKing and receiving of messages iil French (p. 186).

Cl8ssroom researchers hare found that teachers who follow the monolingual principle
'\..-..

.

rquire considerable self-awarenessand self-discipline, both to avoid slipping into LI and

to make L2 comprehensible. Oiacqk md Ely (1990) suggest the self-awareness
demanded by L2 teacher talk: %Itis of course necessary for the teacher to monitor her
speech a great deal in order to use many cognate words and provide a great deal of

context'' @. 179). Reflecting on the Madeleine class has helped me acknowledge my
subsequentpmmss in the area of conversational adjustments and negotiation of
faemhg. Afkr learning about the ComUaity Lan@;uagehaming Approach, I became

more willing and able to

em^ precise c0mpn:hension of my students'

L2 utteraqces.

The CLL technique of understanding response, in which a teacher restates the learner's
statement, facilitatedmy progress in this area. Judging from ongoing student fwdback

a d reflection, 1 have indeed begun to improve my conversational adjustanants, such as
my use of expansion ofL2 stwlent utterances,

Amiher area of my ongoing pmgtess using canversatioaladjustments is my
inc-gly

systemtic use of cognates. According to my teacbingjo&,

I had

consciously maximizinguse of wguatg. On 10/22/1999, for example, 1noM that for a

version ofthe game Simon Says with my French I class, 1avoided the expression se
pornper and used the COW
erreur instead. Moreover, I chose to tell my students about

the late arrival of workbooks inFrench b e c 8 I~h e w I could use arriver and en retard
cognates already in circulation. ARer readin8 about Giacque's and Ely's code-switching

procedure, I followed their idea offavoring cognabs at first and gradually enriching

vmabdary to include mare non-cugnates.At the beghnhg of the yes, 1taught 8 list of

m&w a oognate vehs that would be

for everyday classroom needs: approc~r,

&cider, poser, etc. Later7for lthe same functions, I introduced the more idiomatic venir
for approcher,cchaisir for &iider md meme forposer.

Studying ather teachers' L1/L2 profiles has improved my aware-

of a d

feelings about my progress in the area of teacher-talk. This in turn opens the door to

hprovernmt of use of L1 and 3-2in my teaching practice. Studies confirm my sense that

msiding in France helped me to be able and willing to use a high pmportion of French in
the classroom my first few years of teaching. I. also realizethat rny'natural slowness of

speech, clear articulation and use of sound markers such as stress, pitch and length have
enabled me ta make some of the necessary c o ~ v e ~ o ndjustments,
al
beneficial to my

students' ~

~However,
g as illysb.ated
.
by my shift to the other extreme of low

propartion of French teacher talk after a few years of teaching, my willingness to rtse my

native-like command of French maximally in the classroom in the long run, depends on
fhther developing my L1 avoidance strategies includi.ngconversational djustments.

2) How do extra-linguistic strategies help the geacher avoid or

use of Ll?

Teachers use various non-verbal techniques and materials, known as
ma-1'mguistic strategies, tofeitlforce their presentation of L2 to students. Movements,

v i d aids, and props are among the tools she wes along with her own and her students'
speech and writing. These forms of extra-linguisticsupport can serve to help make

meanings not only linguistically comprehensible, but also perceptible through various
senses. Along with c o n v e d o d adjustments, Stephen.Kmhenadvocates various types

of extra-linguistic support
is to provide non-liaguistic means of emouraging
comprehension. In my view, providing extra-Smguisticsupport in the fom of realia and
pictures for begiaaing classes is not a fri11, but a very important part of the tools the
teacher has to encourage language acquisition. The use of objects and pictures in early
second language acquisition corresponds to the caretaker's use of the 'hem and now' in
encouraging fmt language acquisition, in that they all help the acquirer understand

hother main task of tbe *her

messages con-@

s t r u h s that are 'a little beyond' them (p. 66).

Resmhers agree that extra4inguistic support is especially effbctive with lower

proficiency learners. They also agree that such suppart is limited inthat it fends to
commu9i& only some of the infomation (Ellis, 1984, p. 3 7, Papaeftbyymiou, 1987, p.
27; Duffaad Polio, 1990: Stam, 1992, p. 289-290; H~~JoI-d,
f 992, p. 353-354). The
visual extra-limpistic support that Kmhea and others recommend mbe grouped into

three categories:movement, pictures and objects.

The movementsthat help to make input compehensible range fiom simple
gestures to implementation of Asher's

kinesthetic language teachhg approach known as

Total Physical Response. D e m o ~ o n senactments,
,
pantomime and charades are dl
physical, mther t&m verbal L2-ody techniques.The teacher's use of the digits of one
hand to give cues about syllable stress in G a ~ g t ~ oSflent
's
Way approach, is also an
.,

I.',..,

..'z

,y
....:
-,
r:.

I

example of khesthetic extra-linguistic support that avoids the use of L1.
Both as a learner and as a teacher, 1 have experienced the e~ectivenessof
extra-liaguistic support. Aside &am Boey's study (19691, which describes the use of

pi-s

tq present and test vocabulary with children, researchers do not elaborate on the

we of pictures as extra-linguistic support. They do, however, specie examples such as

rudimentary blackboard sketches, awtcmtls, posters and also %hs. These visual aids often

serve as advance organizers, aiding c~)mprehensioa
by establishing conMxt and

background knowledge (Wong-Fillmore, 1985, p.37; Papaefthymiou, 1987, p. 27: Stem,
1992, p. 289-290).

Few who &on

the use of objects for extra-linguisticsupport elaborate on their

use. Paws this isbecause it is so common fbr foreign language teachers to use toys,
i

,..'

dolls, telephones, coins and other objects, that they need not be sif~cifid.Duff and Polio
(1994, p. 320) mfer,to these objects simply

props whereas Kitsher),(1982, p. 69) refers

to them as redia The word prop suggests pul unreal dimemion of the lau-e

cl8ss~oorn

whereas realia implies .aredistic dimdimon of the lqpage classro~m.In some cases,
objects used are real, in others not. Often they am from the target culture, but not always.
.

Gatbgno's suggestions abwt the use of rods ia foreign language instruction capture this

ambivalent role of objects. Sometimes the rods are simply colored mdq other times they
represent parts of speech or narrative. Regardless, objects Berm to make m d g s

concrete and tangible for learners while avoiding the use of t i .

Even though researchers claim that exbahguistic support works -bestfor lower
proficiency learnem, in my view the same repertoire of techniques and materials caa be
used with all levels of learnem. I do agree, however, that higher -bvdcontent lends itself

less to this repertoire. When I introduce fwd v o c a b w ta beginning students, 1use mal

or artificial food items as props. For example, having an apple and a potato in class helps
reinfir& the difference between the similartermspomme andpornme de terre. I use

numerous versions ofpicture bingo, mostly with bwer level Iearaers although I have atso
played mare complex versions with higher level students. Fmch television commercids

provide extra-linguistic support that works for all levels, as long as the task is adjusted.
Borrowing a Silent Way technique, I have begun to we a pointer as a f e a c b

tool. I haveused the point& with transparencies of vocabulary illustrations for lower

pmfioiency learners to help o l e which L2 utterance goes with which part of the
illustration. Moreover, my ~~g

level students,also among the youngest, have

shown themseIves more likely to volunteer to do something in front of the whole gmy,if

.

they use the poiukr. For all levels of learners I have taugbt, pointers ace very he1pM for
speciQiag parts of words or sentences without using English to clarify. The Silent Way

the number of syllables in L2 words and to indicate which syllable

uses jkgers to sZ@

pmunciation needs stress or correction. Use of this physical clarification e d e s me to

more oRen avoid L1 explanations. Ln addition I have developed my own gestures to
sign@ common cIassroom cummunic8tionneeds such as "almost right" and "keep

going."

I have found a creative way to use pictures and movement as extra-linguistic

support in a review game which I d l "Dice-dessin". This is a modifiedversion of
Pictionaty in which students elicit v0cabuh.y fiom classmates by drawing or
pmtombhg the words. Other L2-only activities, suitable for all ages aad levels are

fasbi~nshows and cooking classes. Such activities combime perceptible meanings with
_.,,

familiar L1 c u l M contexts.
I agree with researchersthat extmI1inguistictechniques sometimesdo nat convey
with full clarity, as illustrated in Boey's study, (1969). On 1/19/2000 1recordeda positive

experience using pictures in my teachingjo-al,

I asked beginning students for writte:n

student feedback following a game of pictorial food bingo. The feedbimk revealed that
the pictures were espeoialiy eflwtitre when aocompaniedby cognates. By contrast, an
exampIe of a misleading visual is one I have used which could illustrate either the verb
\

for to get out ofbed ror to go to bed. At times, the ambiguity af pictures has provoked
students to revert to L1 when asking for clarification. Since a main purpose ofusing
pictures is to avoid use of L1,I now take the time to consider the possible ambiguity of
images when choosing visuals.

'Fhis brings me to the issue of time, which I perceive to be a main drawback of
using extra-lmguistictools. In my twbiag jounaEtl on 10/25/1999 I wrote about the
c o m o d y reportedproblem of h e m&ts

as it relates to use of extrailinguistic

:I spmtseveialminutes s h o w French I students how to usq pointer dnd elicit

su*:

Imgmge chunks fiom class. Would it have been faster to tell them in English or would
,

_

some of thnnhave struggled with directions all the m e ? " enm& cbalIengiu8 for

me is making time outside ofclass to find or prepare extra4ngukticmaterials. Aside
h m b y ' s comment tbat good visuals are hard to ad,this problem is mt addressed in
my s a w s .
Sometimes written or spoken English has c o m p e W for materials that 1was
a w m existed, but did not have the mams to obtain.For example, 1I u s e d English
lm
globe

untv I m

y was able to buy a French one 31Paris. When I could no Ionget fmd

Fracture du Myocmdk, a a F ~ n cfilm
b around which I had designed a unit plan, I
re1w:tSy used a textbook cumpanion video which contained more Eaglisk
On the other bad, the lack of time, mney and L2 materials inspired me to create

what I call teddy bear techniques. The developmentof these techniques stem&
from
my.needt~ ,gsesomething visual d hands-on to teach certain -hues

atd v d d a r y ,

such as prepositiom of iodiwtioq clothing and possessives to my begidng students.
At fvst I considered trying a magnetic boatd series tbat colleqgws in thp Spanish and

G e m departments were using. Because these materials were so costly, X felt undue

pressure to adopt them M y and permanently into my teaching. However, they did not
nelly appeal to ma whioh led me to find ways of using relatively inexpensive objects. I
.
L

chose to use teddy bears. An example of the usefihess of teddy bears in making
.%
.

.,--

I

meatline perceptible and avoiding L1 is the way 1use them for teaching objeut
.->

pronouns. Eric the bear has a detachable bottle of maple syrup in his paw and usinghim
as a teachiug tool allows me to d l y increase the complexity of object pronoun
c u n i i m i o n s or to better limit them for beginners. IfEric, not I,is the one giving the

;syrup to a student, the subject can remain tbe same in the exchange, with only the indirect

object changing. ''ate donne k sirop? " "Oui,il me donne le sirop ". TNh-

if I give

the syrup to the student, more changes are requiredin the exchange. 'Ye te &nne le

After I hsd abandoned ah L2-dy classroom, I developed a teddy bear technique
to hams Fmch-only activities. When I pick up GuiUme, a fat teddy bear, and carry

him around the classroom, students lmow it d be an L2 only activity. Gdlaume
devourspaints b m students whom he hears speaking Eaaglish. I came up with this aRer

having tried a cuUeague's strategy of using anZlL2 flip sign for such activities. I found

that the students and Itoo easily forgot the sign and lap& into English. 1 dso di
that 1 have aa aversionto playing language contml mp. Holding ChiUme and making

him the spy helps me and my students to adhere to tbe L2 only Nte, and this p&ce
lightens up the mood ofthe activities.

This use ofsomehing concrete to h

e a French-only phase during a class tbat

includes English brings me to the issue of language altemtim. Aside from

wnversatonal adj-ents

and extm-liP&uisticsupport, language alkmtion is anotha

teacher-oriented variable which involves procedures and patterns regarding L1 and L2
W By the teacher and the students.

3 ) What are some problems leaditkg ta and a M i g from Llm alternation?

Language alternationis a key term in the topic of Ll and L2.It refers to switching

back and forth between languages, generally h m sentr!Ilcet0 sentence or exfended
discome to extended discourse, rather than within a sentence.To what extent is language

alternation irr uhe foreign laguage classmm determined by the teacher? Which are most
at play, the tawher's and students' belie&or skills? Ea teadm and her students use LI

extensively, is it necessarily out of lack of skills necessary to maintain L2? These have

been questions that I brought, first to my SMAT experiene and now to this project.
Many of my sources describe sequencing patterns tbat include whether LZ is used and
how it is applied to the teaching learaing process. The arguments infavor ofa systematic
approach to L1&2 atterntion are cornpeuing. Therefore, building on my language
alternation prwealure with Guillauihe the bear will help me use L1 and L2 in my teaching
with optimal l d g outcomes,

..

Even teachers who sek to avoid L1 and minimb, if aat ebhate, lapage

alternation &ce the challenge of fmmbg the class as an L2 island surroundedby an L1
s e a According to research such teachers tend to emphask. cueing or prompting students

at the outset and articulatingthe L2 only policy. A teacher cannot abmdon L1 use on a

. whim if students are accustom4 to waiting for L1 clarification when experiencing
difficulties understandingan L2 lesson phase. "If students am unfamiliar with a new

approach,the teacher who cannot or will not give an explanation in LZ may cause

considerable demotivation"(Hwbord, 1992, p. 352). According to moat studies, L2-only
policies which are established and adhered to &om the outset, guide and motivate learners
I

better than plans of piwing out L1 @uffand Polio, 1990, p. 163; Kelly and Sharp, 1997,
--

p. 41-43; Hmbord, 1992, p,350). Structured introductions and £kameworks are cmcial for
m h h k h g unintendedJapss into L1.Gahala (1986) affirms the importance.ofthe

teacher greeting the students in L2 at the start of class, thereby modeling that the class

will involve exclusive L2 intendon. Duffand Polio (1990) s h i h l y suggest pavhg the
way for L2 discussionof grammar by teaching L2 grammatical terms before presenting
gratnmar concepts, The d o n a l e is that this will minimize student bcomprehemion

which might tempt the 'teacherto resort to L1 (DUflFandPolio 1990, p. 163).

Since reading Duff and Pofiu's study, I have applied these suggestions of
s y s t e ~ ~Stnrcturing
~ y
presentation and practice of general terms not anly to grammar

lessons but also to Fmnchaly conversationlessons. The idea of explicitly teaching
strategic competence had been introduced to me ett SIT,but I: was not swe how to

proceed, Structuringlesson plans to include separate lessoris on general c o n v e d o d
skills and vocabulary has helped. me to teach conversationalcompetence more
effectively. 1 I v e developed a system of w o v e d o n d routines, which include a
repertoire of wnvedonal rejoinders such as "'Comment?" (What?) and "Moiw s i "
(Me too). Moreover, I have begun to devote more attentian to coacbiag students to ask

for repetition and cl&cation $om each other, so as to favor vocabulary that is aIready

in ~ir'cdatimin the class. h this way, wh& they speak, their classmates will understand

them.I modiffed the comprehensibilitysection of an oral assessment rubric to include
evaluationof students' use of gestures, props, repetition and target vOC8bulary. Modeliig

rejoinders, requests for clarification and circdocution, showing students the:oral rubric
before the speakingtasks and then evaluating those aspects along with pronunciation and
accuracy have improved my students' comprehensibilityto me and to each other in

French-only student c o n v d o n s . Most studies agree that teachers who are clear about
their goals regarding language attimation &ink in Qrms of lesson phases, moments and
rules. Many who defend language alternationclaim that the teacher must articulate rules

for afternatiun, at least to hemelf, f i . 0 the
~ outset. Moreover*most agree that these d e s
are variations on an L2-L1 sequence.Atkiosoa (1987) as well as M a n d Polio (1990)

support the sequence ofL2 foNowed by LI. They recommend that the teacher m o u n e e
the stmture of im entire lesson in advmw; specifically, that the lesson will be in L2

followed by discussion h L1 (3, p. 163). Atkhmn (1987, @.
243) recommr:nds giving

instnxctiom for activities in L2 and then asking for their repetition in It1 to emure that
everyone fully under&mds what to do. Others simiIarly recommend h t teachers give

~ c t i o m
or explanations (espeoially for m a r ) in L2,and switchto L1 as a last
resort (Papae@ymiou, 1987, p. 7; Duff and Polio, 1990, p. 154; Danbua, 1995, p. 26).
. . . I.. ... . ....
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William and Sharp (1997, p. 28) for their part, recommend that teachers start by
explaining to students about a L

W flip signtbat prompts them to sustain speech in L2.

I have practiced all of these language alternation procedures, but am most

co&dnt

With only a few. Students' misundemtandiag of instructions during an activity

causes frustration and wastes class time. Although less essential for advanced students, 1

therefom find it necessary to give ins-tioxu

for activities and assignmmts in French

and then elicit paraphrase in Enash. This is especially important when introducing new
procedures. I have begun t6 strategically include English explmations and discussioas of

grammatid structures and culture. Moreover, I ask my students to use L1 in s t r u c w
written feedback on lessons and for written tmmmmies of dialogues performed by other

students. As for the idea of a visual prompt for sustaining speech in L2,I favor using a

,

I

-

*ddy bear rather than a sign, as 1have already discu9sed inthe section on extra-linj@tic
.

.

\__

suppart.

A few studies describe an L1 to L2 sequence:for language dternationand one

study prescribes such a sequence.Both Harbad (1992, p. 350) and Piqmefiymiou(1987,

p. 8) dcmment L1 use as an introductory phase ofthe lesson. Some mearchers have also
observed tbat instmctions and presentations (e&cially of grammar) at the beghhg of
the lesson or a task are oAen partly or entireIy in L1 (PapaeRhymiou, 1987, p. 7; Duffand
Polio, 1994, p. 154). Tbe study by Giacque and Ely (1 9%)) p s c i i b s Ll to L2

sequencingin the scope of the course rather k of the lesson. The approach that
Giscque and BIy suggest involves the phasing out ofLl use by students and the teacher.

Tbis phasing out is a w m m o n pqtctice in language classes, though it is criticized by some
as ineffective. Some researchers agree that a teacher's tendency to begin in LZ b e w e of
students' low L2 proficiency in turn limits.studentprogress. It tends to reduce the

students' attention to the L2 as well as their actual exposure to the target Ianguage @uff
arid Polio, 1990. p. 163; Giacque and Ely, 1990, p. 176). Giacqw a d Ely distinguish

their method oflanguage alternation as follows:
By the thhl or fourthweek of the semester, the teacher is conducting most of thq
class exclusively in the target language. She will stXU use many cognates, but the
grsmmar sbucbues of her speech will be basically those of the target language.
Thus CS {code-switching) is not a 'method' to be used throughout the entire
year, but is a procedure leading to the stage where the class is conducted in the
target fanguage(p. 176).

Urrl'ie the dorementioned studies which have influenced my use of language

alternation, Giacque and Ely's study has served me in the area of canversation4
adjustments described earlier. M a e specificaliy, their study has confirmed my oooscious

effort to use as many cogaates as possible in my teacher-talk. T resist applying Giacque's

aad Ely's w&-switching procedure because, despite their claim to the contrary, my wme
is U t such a method must be adopted entirely and executed perfidy in order to be
effective. The proponents of Ll to L2 sequencing &ace a basic viewpoint with those who
support L2 to L1 sequencing.They both believe that their respective sequencing ardeis

tskc into 8ccount &dents'

wgaitive and flective needs. Therefore, as I continue to

grapple with the issue oflanguage alternation in my o w teaching practice and

hplement new pnxqdms and policies, I am motivated to give s p i d attention to
introducing and hming thbm explicitly.
Aside firom otder or sequence,there are other aspects df language d t e d o n

which involve teacher characteristics and circ~tances.Some teachers who inc1u.deL1
do so irl spite of theit beliefs. Pressure on a teach to use L1 use may oome i a h t l y
I'

-.

I

.-

from a language department which has unrealistically demandi~gsylIabi. Duff and Polio
(1990, p. 160) give a specificexample of what others only intitnatesnamely that an

excessive syllabus is as likely as impatience to lure a teacher into timesaving Ll
strategies such as ~ l a t i o n sThey
. intemiewed steacher who claimed that Ine would not

be able to get through the whole curriculum if he spoke only the target Ianguage. Time
comtrahts lead some hchers to write LI instnrctiom, such as for assignments given at
the end of class. Wiliim and Sharp's (1997, p. 26) Spanish oral test questions are written

in English to assist cornprebemion in a classroom testing situation where time is limited.
Duff and Polio (1994, p. 324) as wall as Harbord (1992, p, 352) spscifj7that some
teahqrs who Mieve in the mono^ principle~neverthefess
tend to teach L2 g m w
with t1 because they lack aaining in use of L2 grammar teaching strategies, such as

time-limes for teaching tenses. Other teachers resort to using Ll because they 1F1inadequate using L2 strategies @dm, 1995, p. 27-28). As Harbord (1992) observes:

"Many may have trid to switch to an all English (L2) ctassroom only to hnd themselves
inadequately equipped with L2 strategies with which to get their rneadg across" p. 350.
pqwft.hymiou(1987, p. 20) speculatesthat a teacher's deficiencies that lead to L1 use

may be related ta her beiig a nonaative speaker of L2.As discussed earlier, the teacher's
proficiency in bath the target hgmge, and 4 L2 teaching strategies i.&uence the extent

to which the teacher's use of L2 works as cornprehensibb input.

<,
5:

There are also teachers who avoid use of Ll as reluctantly as some include Ll.

!

Nmmw language departments require teacling withoyt the El, even ifthe teacher
favors L1 techniques whose effectiveness haf been documented. For example, in Giacque

and Ely's code-switching procedure (1990), after two weeks of instruction at least Mf of

.

-,/

what the teacher says is in L2,but she must continue to write L1 on board for optimal
l e d g Op. 179). Duff and Polio (1 994, p. 3 13-326)similarly r w m e f i d a particular

use of L1. Specificallk, they recamend tbat he teacher explain all grammar in the
target language but provide supplementary grammatical explanations for the students to

read in English outside of class. Propoitent$of L1 use argue that avoidaace af Ll by
teachers and students is walistic and that extra~ljnguisticsupport and convemxtional

-.

adjustments am too demanding (Lin, 1990, p. l8-l% Haxbord, 1992, p. 354-355, Gahala,

1986 p. 3; Atkiason, 1987, p. 243).

When I abandoned L2-only teaching at Atlanta htemtiond Schod it was partly
due to pressure to cover syllabi but more due to the fwkof motivation md
c o m p r e h i m of my students. At Waterford High Schod, the pressure to cover syllabi
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is much less, but students' lack of motivation and comprehemion discourages me from
'. - --

L2-ady teaching. However, whereas at Atlanta International School the lack of student

'

motivation aud comprehension w-as apparently dpe to my inadquab skills in

L2-teaching strategies, at Waterford Hi& the school comtllunity as a whole has been
resisting French and t2-only teaching for numerous years. I suspect that even if I
employed L2 strategies remarkably well, I could not totally mntrof language alternation

hmy clrtsses. There would always be factors beyond my control, such as departmental
pressures md school vdws. On the other hand, I wodd not necessarily waat to avoid L1
altogether because it can be a helpfid resowce. Li (1990, p. 18-19) cites Ho who taught
two English goups, one using only English (LZ), the other using some Cautonese (Ll).

Once I M e r develop my L2 teaching skills, I would like to perfom a comparative

exheriment like Ho's to test the effectiveness of L 1 use. My experience to date leads me
*I

..

,

,

to believe that extra-linguistic support and conversational adjustments are indeed

demmdiag, but that tbey are worth the effort. Nonetheless, l do fwl that tutal avoidance

of L1 i s neither realistic nor desirable.
According fa my sources, some teachers have developed their L2 teaching skilIs
extensively, yet nevertheless-&ooseto use language alte&oo.

When teachers

deliberafely choose an L1 lessoq phase, it is sometimes due to the teacher's perceptions
of the studen@'emotional state or proficiency level. These teachers tend b be&

inL1

sad follow with L2.The rationale, according to Harbord (1992, p. 350) and
Papdhymiou (1987, p. 8) is that the Ll lead-in,especially a hwtlouros one, may
d k a s e studedts' anxiety, thus lowering affwtive filter, to borrow Krashen's term. Deen

(1991, p. 173) similm1y sess au emotionally based disadvantage to L2-only policies. She
, ,. '. .

.
,

'h

..-..,

points out that L2 repetition by the teacher, a reammnded convemadonai rdjustment,
can be boring and therefore ineffdve for students iD a teacher-centeredformat, She

favors s~llalfg ~ , u work
p
where the repetition win &ma more from various students, thus

k m h g the lesson's interest. She admits, h~wever,tkt bat group work wifl
inevitably include some L1 use by students.

Slome researchers also advocate laaguage alternation because certain L1

techniques are considered mom effective than L2 techniques, which may be laborious,
time-co-g

or ambiguous. Boey (1969,p. 13-15), for example, knew an L2 way of

presenting vdulary -tostudents, but found that presenting with some L l was mom
effdve. Similarly, A ~ o ~ l ( 1 9 8p.7 2460
,
fbvors Ll comprehexlsioa checks and
Wong-Fihore (1985, p, 3 1-35) favors lecturing with LVt2 alternation as more effective

tfian inductive L2 techniques to ensure m e w . Atthough Duff and Polio (1994, p. 321)
argue for avoidance of Ll ,their study includes a teach= who defends Ll use. Polio and

Duff contmt a lengthy L2 negotiation of meaning by a Hebrew teacher with a quick L1

explanationby a German teacher, who claimed that he kaew how to use repetitionand
0th L2 strategies but chose not to avoid the LI.

To summ-,

while practitioners and reskhem disagree to what extent,

wljetJler, and how L1 is used,inthe foreign language classroom, they w e that the
teacher must be systematic and expliait about LVL;! use for optimal learning outcomes.

William and Sharp (1997, p. 22-23)state that Ehe use of Ll and L2 should be clearly

divided in time. hitially I disapproved of mixing languages, preferring an immersion
approach. As I have learned about various langpage teaching approaches,I have come to
;
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see language a l ~ ~ inoa more
n favorabIe fight. In Community Language Learning and

the Silent Way L1 hss a legitimate mle. However, many questions and doubts in this area

remain for me, especially concerning the use of translation as part of language

4)

Is translation a valid language teaching technique?
Tramlation is a common though controversial type of lsnguage a l t e d o n , and is

primarily used to emwe student comprehension ofL2.As explained in the previous
section, telling ajoke in L1 and then explaining a grammar point in

is an example of

language al&tnation,but not of tmdation. Translation between L1 and L2 involves
expressing the same content in one, and then the other language. This i s just one of

several types of ElL2 alternation,Like other types of laugwge alternation, translation

'

occurs in both directions. The following statement in Stem's chapter (1992) on

in~-lingualand cross-lingualdimensions of lmguerge teaching epitomizes the p ~ v d i n g

assumption about sequencing for translation as well as for classrmm language

alternatiox "...the I&

defeasibletechniques are those that move &om the L1 to L2,as

the reformers in the nineteenth century had already recognized..."

@. 289).Many

translation techniques me criticized for thqir emphasis on L2 comprehension rather than

L2 production, and for mating-theillusion that one-to-oneequivalen~iescharacterize the
relationship between L1 and L2 (Harbord, 1992, p. 353: Atkinson, 1987, p 245; Giacque

and Ely, 1990, p. 177). Yet the use of tmnskttion, both L2 to Ll and L1 to L2,persists h
I-e
I

teaching and learning,

In spite of general criticism against use of translation &any kind, a few authors
-

defend wain L1 to L2 translation exercises. They clajm that these exercises, d i k e
L

-

most translationtechtriques, emphasize L2 prodoction and steer students clear of the

fallacy of one-toane equivalencies (I-rarbard, 1992, p. 353, Atbson, 1987, p. 177).
Harbord (1992, p. 352) distin&shes such non-Wtional translation as 'functional'
becam rather than mmly fostering Smguistic accuracy inreading and writing, it serves
to develop m n v d o n a l competence, One example is Atkinson's recommendation

(1987, p. 245) that a teacher make note of, but not answer right away student questions

such as, "How do you say X in L2?", which m y come up during a learning activity.
Then the teacher turns the list of questions iato mother learning activity in which small
groups use the L2 they do know to approhate the L1 expressions. &ady,the studerits
discuss a

d compare their approximate tramlatiom. Asother example is presented by

Giacque and EIy (1990, p. 177), proponents of special code-switching procedure. They

recummead that students write inL1 what they want to say such as "Whenwill you give
the test?" The teacher then writes a simpiilication of the L1 sentence so that the student

can write ab L2 approximation of it using the L2 she already knows. FinaIly, the student

can ask the question inL2 and get tlre answer fiom the teacher.
The exercisesdescribed in these diierent studies bave several features in

common.One common fe~tureis that the starting point is the leaner's commuaicative
need. Another common feature is that writing is mquhd, though subordinatedto
spaking. Given that these L1 to L2 exercises fdllow a disciplined procedure with clear1y

defined stages, they shwe the importance of sequencing L1 and L2 chamcterbd by the
bQuage dtematiori procedrtres described earlier.
Despite t4e risk ofoveremphasizingcomprehension and the illusion of direct
one-to-one equivdencies, L2 to L1 tmns1ations are more commonly used in language
<
'

,
.
9

olassa than am L1 to L2. Teachers use L2 to L1 transtationnlawlybecause it is thought
to save instructional time, above all by reducing the need far conversational adjustments

and extra-linguistic support (Harbord, 1992, p. 354-355; M a n d Polio, 1994, p. 321;
Boey, 1969, p. 14). Translation &o Ll, or explaining in L1 during lessons targeting a

variety of linguistic Kfls, is c ~ ) m ~ o provided
dy
by bothteachers and students (Harbord,
1992, p, 353; Papaefthpiou, 1987, p. 19; Lin, 1969, p. 94- 112). To guard against the risk

of students retaining an Ll defhitionbut forge-

the cona~nding
L2 uttemce,

teachers oibn use L2 several times with exbra-linguat support. Tben, %necessary,they

provide Ll translation, before switcbhq back to L2 so that L2 acquisition is reinforced
(Pa~aefiymiou,1987, p. 28; Lin, 1969, p. 94-112; Duff a d Polio, 1994, p, 319) Boey's
teaching experimentX1969, p. 14) hvofvhg L2 sentences presented with pictures

fmwed by L1 translations exemplifies this type ofL2 to L1 sequencing in whicb the L2
p

b includes extra-linguistic supprt. (1, p. 14) Atkhan (1987, p.243) favors Ll

comprehension chwks and Wong-Fillmore (1985, p. 17) favors lecturing with L X I
alternation as more effective means of ensuring comprehensionthaa inductive L2
techniques done. These two strategies echo Boey's &dings abut tbe ambiguity of

picture prompts without Li.

The research on translation as a larning/tewhiag strategy has fieIped me to
identify and address my apprehensions a h t wing tiadationin q y teaching, I have
begun to incorporate others' ideas and techniques for translation into my teaching

practice, such as incotporating spontaneous student L1 questions into planned t.mm1ation

activities. The learning outcom~sI have observed so fk encowage me to continue
working on these techniques. 1believe that learning outcomes will improve as I make the
.I

.

purposes and risks of these techniques more explicit to my students, as T incorporate them

more regularly into lessons, asld as I perfect my skill in imp1eme:ntingthem.

I realize that the risk of my students' retaining an L1 translation without tnrly

leaiaifig the corresponding L2 vOC8bulary is very real. O

h my students have

remembered an idea or expression tmnslated into Ll during a lesson without
remembering the L2 far it. For example, after a lesson I presented about la Chiromancie
(pidm reading), many students remembered the mainlines ofthe hand and other key

points of the lesson without remembering the French expressions for them that I had
presented. I could enhance the retention of the L2 versions of these expm~ionsby mom

cox~si~ntly
following the language alternation strategy mentioned earlier of repeat& &e

L2 version &r translation
One of my apprehensions about InmsIation as a teaching learning strategy
involves the Mlacy of oaetcmne equivalenciesmentioned earlier. My students have

tended to translate un;Fdliarwritten L2 into L1 word for word and they often seem
paralyzed by the nomeme that sometimes results. Since beginning this project, I have
developed the habit of reminding my students often of-thedanger of literal txaixdation.

This is especially important with regards to wrjltten language, as this is where they are
mast strongly tempted to translate l i ~ ~Even
y .mar6 troublesome is my students"
tendency to use translations o h a r e pmgrajns for their written L2 wrnpositions.I bave

forbiddenthe use of such aids. When students nevertheless use them, the low grades I
give them prevetlt them h m using them again, in most cases. They are M e r deterred
when neither I nor they can subsequexltly reco-

their intended meaning from the

resulting literal computer tr8tl~Zation.In these situationsthe fallacy of word-for-word

equivalencies becomes clear,
Students' overuse of translation is mother danger of allowing my degree of

translation. In this way my classroom observations concur with this research. In past

school tern, I have stated at the outset that my course gods emphasiie that language is
far coaquniwtion and self~xpression.When I found that my students at Waterford

J3gh too often.resortedto translation (perhapsbecause of overuse in their prior L2
laming), 1pointed out to them that they were nat in a translation class. I subsequently

fadisappoiatedwith myself and with them for theirllot acting on the course goal I bad
articulated.

Through my research for this project I have come to realize that I can do twa
things to make b y goal of commWiiGative competence more explicit. First of a51 I can

display on a poster my belief that language is to be used for wmuaication and
se~expressioaSecondly, 1ICanteach niy students the meaning of the term

communicative competence, much as 1have previously introduced metalinguistic
terminology such as cognates and ~ircumlocutioa.
I have adapted Ciiacque and Bly's translation technique (1990) of simplifying a

stqdents L1 question so that the student can fornulate the question with L2 she already
knows. This complementsthe circdocution coaching I hqve already hwrpamted. Iff
a;'

introduce tbe simplificationprocedure more clearly at the bep.inning of the year and
follow it more consisbntly, I suspect that the positive learning outcomes 1have been

observing witb this proceduxe will improvq even more.
Another way that I have incop&
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the type of Ll to L2 bms1ation exercises

that soqe researchers recommend is in the introductoryphase of my lessons that I call the

hors #oeuvre, The hors d'oekure always hvoives a written question or challenge that
\-.

reviews the previous lesson and/or previews the upcamiag lesson. At times, I have
created h m d'oeuvres that involved tramlahg an Ll utterance into 1-12 when this
tequires an idiomatic'exptession rather tban iihd traashtioli. For example, 1have asked.
students to tratlslate "l'be boys had a good dme"which req-

a reflexive verb that does

-notexist in English: Les gurqom se sont amwds.
Yet mother problem 'ivithtranslation that I have experiencedis the overemphis

on L2 comprehensionat tbe expense of L2 retention. Oftenmy students have
remembered m idea or expression translated into L1 during a lesson without
remembering tbe L2 for it. I could enhance the retention of the L2~versiongof these
eqressionsby more consistently following the language alternation strategy mentioned
,,.

sar1iet ofspeating the L2 version after translation.

,,
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In this section, I explored teacher-*

extra-linguistic strategies, Ll/L2

Ptemation, and translation as influences on Ll/L2 use in the classroom h t vary from
teacher to teacher. We have seenthat experience, belief5 a d abilities all contributeto the

profiles of these variables far language teachem ixrcludmg myself

.TheStudents:

thou*

Moving Wrn the "I" to the "Thou" of the students, I will look at some student
Students behave diffaently in small group activities than in

cc-s,

teacheranwed lessons and L1L2use is &ected. Moreover, studedts' misbehavior and

the.teacber's laandling of it influence LVL2 use and vice versa. Age is yet another learner
variable that 1will address in the following section.

1) How do shdent behaviom and ittihides during small -up

-

,

_._.,

activities influ~nce

the use of Lf and L2 in the classroom?

Because students tend to fitvor language alternation, the subject of L l L 2
alternation serves as a segue from teacheraiented variables affecting Lland L2 me to

learner-orientedvariables. My experience compeIs me to agree with Boey (1969, p, 15)
who calls trarrslation and language attermtion in genera2 a "learner-preferredstrategy"

regardless ofproficiency level. I also w e e with Harbord (1992, p. 350) who calls use of

z

L1 a 'natural'' leaning behavior amongst beghers. My observations also confirm the
,

r e m h that indicates that iatemdhgwith peers, like language alternation, is a

.

1-r-ptef-

strategy. In stdent-wntered activities, like s

d i group wo&, use of Ll

and L2 and student behavior are not as easily cuntrolled by the teacher, as they are in
teacher-cegtered activities. Therefore, in the discussion of lemer-oriented factors that
',

,'---/-'

follows, I will begin with the topic of smal1,grbupwork and then move into the subject of
classroom management as it relates to use of Ll and L2.
S e v d if my w m s ref&to small group work of some kind In her study M c b

focuses on cooperative learning, Deen (1991) describes a group reading game.
J?qaethymiou0987) refers more broadly to p& or group work:as part ofthe

c~muni.

stage ofthe lesson. The oral dviitiestbat William ard Sharp 1997) and

.

cahsla (1986) reoomwnd involve small groups, as well. D m (1991) cites.thatotha
rexmches have found that small p u p work Upromotes a positive affective climate,

necessary for learning to @e p1aw9'(p. 157). In her own study, D e n c~nfirim
this
fitding: :.'the

students also scwed to be more actively involved and eager to

participate" @id., p. 164). Papaefthymiou (1987) similarlyhplies that mall group work

is fun and eagagiag when she refers to 'Lspontaneoushumour and fun slevant to the
I

'

activityn @. 16). Gahala (1986), for her part, encourages the use of paired exercises that

"contain emotiod.materialsuch as humor or pathos" (p. 7). According to these sources,
small p u p work increases the number of student speaking ttms a d tends ta be fun and

motivating. Not only do students enjoy themselves wd participate morc eagerly and with

less anxiety, but they also tend to speak more and negotiate meaning more often in the L2

than in whole group,tasher-wntered activities.
Xfespite high student motivation and the explicit objectives ofL2 communicative

pmctice ia small group work,L2 is rmly sustained throughout, Student difficultieswith

L2 comprehension andfor.productionoRen precipitates L1 use during small group work,
m e n a learner struggles to understand or produce L2, the teacher andfor the students are
,
r

.
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likely to mix L1 and L2,whether tbe clws is working in small groups or in another

.

instructional format. Papaefthymiou0987, p. 281, Deen (1991, p, 167), Atkhon (1987. p.
243) and Harbord (1992,p. 352) all point out that leaners spontaneously translate or

s

m

e in LI for peers in dif5cuIty.
A student's lack of proficiency or her m i s u n d e m e of dhcti011~
are not the

only reasons thttt she m i a t lapse into Ll during s d l &rowwork. It i s dso very

activities, yet interject some Ll. Some re&chers have observed that students' off-task
behavior during small group work usually involves switching into L1 (William and

Sharp, 1997, p. 12; Papaeftbymiow, 1987, p. 8) William and Sharp (1997) make a s W g

pint about this student use ofL1: "...eventhose students who attempt to use the tag@
language activities still have side conversations in English" (p, 12). For example, in a

lesson observed by PapaeRhymou (1987, p. 91, a student expressed dismay that her team
lost points for not being able to come up with an L2 answer; Ironically, the seemingly
motivated,studentin question-madethe corn& in L1.Ellis (1984, p. 126) snd
Wong-Fiknore (1985, p. 25) agree that when students share a l a m e other thm the.
target language, exohanges mong'st@emse1ves tond to include this l m m e . Likewise,

in Deep's cooperative learning activity (1991, p. 163) students not only spoke m m L2

than in the teacher-centered fa-

but also mare LI. Similarly, the study led by Dulay,

Burt,aad Krashen (1982, p. 98) claims that students who are most proficient in both
languages are the most likely to code-switch. In short, some "lazy" L1 student talk is
inevitable during small group work. Frohlich, Spada, and Allen (1985) observe that,
"...students generally used the target language only while the teacher exercised control
over classroom activities"@. 43). This implies that teacher control during small group

activities is limited.
Yet the teacher mexercise control of small group work and students' use of L1

by how she holds students ticcontable. Several researchers empbash that maximal L2
use with mhhml Ll use in s d l p u p activities must count more than muracy or mere

attentiveness. In William and SS-

grading system (1 997, p. 4 1-43), a token is given

for any Wee of L1 use and pints are lost 8ccordingly. Likewise,Paptiefiymiou
(1987, p. 16) recommendsthat monitoring by group leaders and/or the teacher is not

merely to ensure that everyone is attentive to the task, but that only L2 is spoken, Xn

Deen's "figsaw Puzzle" activity (1991, p. 16I), one expert goup must be accountable to
the other during the sharing phase. La William and Sharp's study (1997, p. 23),

accountabilitytakes the form of a point-bmd grading system fm group oral activities.
Gabla (1 986, p.141) similarly stresses that when students' L2 participation is strong in
' .- .

small p u p activities, it must receive an qpmpriate reward in the teacher's g d h g
system. A simple scoring pnhxdure fbditates assessing oral perfom=. According to

Atkinson (1987, p. 243) and %brd (1992, p. 354), a teacher can also chime1 student
p~ferencefor peer interaction and L1 inclusion into spec&

exercises that require a

particular form of L1 use, They agrw that studeflts need to be encouraged,in paits or
groups, to -tire

their answers to gramhnar, comprehension, and other tasks in their

own language. This fosters both student cooperation and independence of thought. In

addition to peer communication, assessment of L1 and L2 use enhances student
motivation and contributesto the effectiveness small group 1anjing activities.

In the SMAT program 1 discovered &at both small group activities and L1 use
can be effective language learning techniques. However, I evolved fro4 my original

teacher-centered,m o n o l i teaching
~
approach in other ways before I was sbie to

rig~rowlyincorporate small group activities into my bsscms. Two of my Interim Year
Teaching Practicum (IYTP) goals were: not doing for students what they could do for

thmwlves, and using Fmch and EPpJish mindfidly. The most strikiag exprqssionof
thew goals was my implmentstion ofwrittm student feedbwk in Engiish. When I

oooasionally did use small group work, students oonsistently cospmentedon howmuoh

tb,eirpeemhelped them relax and Itam As I have progressively incorporated pair and
group work into my lessons, I have observed their effbctiveness both in fobfeting 1-er
.securityand learning. One striking example ofthis came when a stdent at Waterford

High, usually attentive but quiet during class, enthusiastidly used gestures,
.

circumlocution aad L2 while playing the French card game MiZle Boms in a small
gr0UP.

To be sure, in that lesson and most of my lessons with s d group activities, a
significant amount ofL1, as well as L2, was spoken. In fact, had I not found several
sources for &is project that suggestedthat some student use of L1 during group work is

inevitable and perhaps even beneficid, I might have been discouraged by the inordinate
amount of English and overZooked the obviow benefits of pair and group wtivities. I

have found, like Pulay, Burt and Krashen (1982, p. 96-112) that even students proficient
in L2 feel that they need to use LI at thes. As an efitry in my teaching journal of
111012000 reminds me,%onically those complahhg (in BngGsZr) about not knowing

how to say what they wanted in French Ronnie and E m a , are among the ones most able
to communicate in French!"
I hope to reduce use of Ll during small group activitiesby being more consistent

when giviqg directions and when using as&ssment subdos. Despite my convictionthat
specific and rigorow assessment i s essential far positive learning outcomes, I realize that
I still must improve in this area. For example during the Miille Bornes game, my
assessment included only a class participationscore and classroam privilege passes to the
students who used the most L2 and the last Ll 's however few students aie motivated by

such rewards. W

e I have oonsidared using some of the grading practices described

above for group oral activities, none of them have seemed clear enough to me to try.

htemstingly, the .first gnukg system I tried holds the most promise for me now that I
-

have more experimoe with smaU group work, It confomns to the recommendationof iny
sotmes tbat I assess L2 conversatiod and conununicative competence, as well as
accuracy,and attentiveness.

The system, developed by Donato (1994, p. 3 18-320) is called TALK. The T
stands for whether the student is talking, ttying ta communicate, and staying on task The

A stands for acceptable level of accuracy. The L is for listening to partners and to
d'lrections. The K means kindness and cooperationvs. killiig the activity by lack of
cooperation. TALK also seemsworth trying again because it addresses the problem of

observing many criteria in many students at the same time. Only oQe criterion is assessed
per activity, and not all students need be assessed every time.

My increased experience and success with small group work and written student
feedback have helped me to more fully embrace the following beliefs, shared with me by

my IYTP advisor: 1. You learn more if you help each other; 2. You are responsible for
yow own learning; 3. Feeliig secure helps you learn but fear gets in the way. Ironically,

-..:.. .
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it is in s d 1 group activities rather than in more teacher-centered lessons W students

mwke~~~''
not only to restore comprehemion, but dignity as well. .Although Lin (1990, p.

32) generallyvalues code-switching, she gives an example w k tone of voice is used

.ratherthan L1 to regplate student behavior.(4, p. 32) Several researchers point out that it
is possible to teach L2 classmom mauagement related conversadiodadjustments, such
as examples, wpetitions and expaasions (Papaeflhymiou, 1987, p. 27; Lb1990,p. 19).

Lin Mites about a c o m p d v e teaching experiment in Which the same teacher used L1
with oae group, but L2 only with mother. In both groups.sheeffectively taught content

and managed classroom behavior. -Infer~sting1y
enough, the sam& *her

had pmviolisly

cIaimed that complete avoidance ofthe mother toague was impossible. IJi'i 1990, p 19).
Several sources document L1 use for d i s c i p l interventions.
~
Often when

teachers use LI for classtoominanagement, it is perceived as weakness by themselves

and by athers. Suchteachers may describe themselves as feelii guilty or taking the short
cut. Papwflhymiod(1990)

states that '%teachers' need to control the clus combiied with

learnem' poof cumpeteece result in heavy LI hput in the foreign language dassroom art
the e v m e of the L2 input...oBviousfy, it is easier to reinforce discipline If teachers

address l-em

in the L l than inthe L2" (p.21). Another teacher weakness that Harbord

(1992, p. 355) and Papaefiymiou (1987, p. 20) have both identified b mn-native
speakers' lack coafidunce in the L2 meta-linguistic skills required for lassr roam

management and other functions.
Nonetheless,there are native speakers and other L2 proficient teachers who

choose L1 for classroom management and other meta-liguistic functions @uff and
Pplio, 1994, p. 3 18; Lin, 1990, p. 18-19). Teachers tend to choose t1for $sciplinary
interventions when learners' L2 proficiency is law. One teacher that DI@ and polio

intentiwed was an experiencedteacher, was proficient in the L2, and h e w about

.-.,

maximal L2 use for optimal laaguage acquisition, but nevertheless used L1 for c l ~ s r o o ~

m e m a t . He believed that if he did a04 his students would not try to understand him
@uff and Poiio, 1990, p. 161). Moreover, a German teacher who was interviewed by

Duff and Polio (1994) az&ued: "If you want to creak some sort of relaxed atmosphere. I

drink this is hard to do inGerman only" @. 318). Lin (1990) off=

the following

reflective teaching questions which hiply that L1 use may enhance:student-teacher
:rapportand student behavior: %When1switch to Cantonese, do I f e l closer tro my

students? Do they appear to be closer to me? When 1 speak English, da I feel more
distanced k m them?" (p. 120).
I have come to trelieva that conscious, limited inclusion of Ll helps miqtain

\

students' positive attitude and security.When I have used the darementioned reflective

.-

questions after teaching a class, I have usually concluded that speaking English does

enhance my rapport with students. By contrast, another series of Lin's questions bas

helped me to identify an unclear aspect of the relatiomhip between student behaviors and
use of L1 aad L2. Answers to the following questions continue to elude me:

When sometimesthey do not cooprate, what are the mmm? Are they tired, or
do they lack tbe neceSq expressions to say what they want to say? If that is the
ctise, how can I help them? Or if they are simply being naughty and rebellious,
how can I effectivelydisciplinethem without doing tor, much harm to our
relatiomhip? Do I ipvariably use English to scold them so that English has
becode assaci4ted with negative feelings? Am I flexible in my language choice?
(&in, 1990, p. 121).

It is m l y clear to me whether my students misbehave because they want to rebel or

because they find the task too difficult.

..
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I feel confused and uneasy about how to foster student discipline and L2 speaking

*

practice. During the Milla Bornes g&e I awarded the same clessmm privilege passes
for hi@ L2 u$e as I did for excellent or improved classtoom behaviors. This reflectsmy

cunfirsioi smunding the relationship between student behavior md studenttlanguage

alternation, Privilege passes have not worked well as an inmtive for improving student

behavior nor have they markedly boasted L2 practice of weak students. In an attempt to
u n d d my students' attitudes g d b&&vi~t's
better, I have adopted a colleague's five
.

questions for *dent L1 written feedback: (I) Describe student behaviors in tbis class. (2)
DeScribe y m own beha*

in this class. (3) Describe your attitude in this class. (4)

Describe your attitude about French. (5) Is there is anything else you.wouldlike me to
:

.

know?Their resporl~eshelp me fa determine possible causes ofstudents' excessive Ll

use or other off-task behaviors. Though continued use of Lids teacher questionnaire and
/

'

of the student feedback questions, 1hope thpt my students wiU be able;to trust me more

and that their attitudes and behaviors will improve.
I. recognize that I still need improvement to develop a complementary relationship

between language aftemation and classroom mmagplent, Another area of
experimenta#i&involves classroom behavior rules. Whereas I initially posted classmom

rules in French and gave most behavioral feedback in French I subsequentlyW
posting and stating rules either in EngIish, or in both French and English. I found myself

using Egish for virtualty all verbal behaoral fdback to students to avoid their

genuiae or feigned incomprehensionof my bhauioral expectations, A classroom
maagemerit instructionsuch "Retoum h taplacel" is easy to teach and use in. L2, but
my experience iridicates that L1 is necessary for more complicated cl~sroom

managerneat wmmunicati0n, such as w4ea a stdent negotiates for less homework or

.

challenges the teacher's credibility,- I hope to become better abb to distinguish students'

fhstmtion with the content k r ntheir rebeUiousness.

Hem am some beliefs about language learning which guide my teaching: (1)
Studeats are responsible for their own 1-g
other (3) Fear gets in the way afleadng. (4)

(2).Studentslearn more if they help one

The more students trust their teacher, the

more they will team. The first three beliefs relate mostly to the learners, whereas the

fourth involves the studentsand the teacher. Part of the students' trust concams their
filings and behaviors. As I learn to better observe and interpret student behaviors, my

students wili grow to trust my perceptions and mwtiom, and I am likely to see a dqcpe8se
in misbehavioraad negative attitudes.

3)

How do learner age and proficiency levels factors innuence use of L1 and L2 in
the classroom?

Just as I have come to accept that a certain degree of L1 use in the classroom by
students is inevitable, I attribute some uncooperative behavior to my students' dolescent
stage of development. I began my discussionof classmm management with the

stetterneatthat c1a$sroornmmtigement is required with child and adolescent language

learners. I shall now look more closely at learner age as a variable a$ecting L1 use. Then
1will look at the relationship between Imguage alternation and student age and

proficiency level. Although informzition is quite scarce on the question of age as it relates

to use of the LI in language instruction, research reflects a significant degree of
conseasus regard'ing how learner age &ects L1 use inteaching.Ellis (1984, p. 116) and
Wong-Fillmore (1 985,p. 20) recommend L2-ody use to increase compreheasibleinput

and acquisition for children and teens. Duff and Polio (1990, p. 154) assume that
'

exclusive use of L2 is equally important for alder learners. These studies impIy that L1

Should be avoided with all ages. However, given the lack of empirical data their
arguments are far from compelling. In her study, B ~ e (1969,
y
p. 14) also fo&a
similarity between younger a d older learners. Through experimentation to discover the

best mmb'ition ofL1, L2 a d o r visual stimuli, she noticed that adolescents and
children both pedotmed better with L1 assaciation. Thus, the o v e d concIusion seems to
be that learner age is not a significantvariable &om a cognitive standpoiat.

However, research suggests that learner age does inauence!L1 because of
affective differe~~es.
Exposure to L2tends to raise the affective filter of adolescent and

adult learners more than for children. Bacon and Finnemann (19901, studying university
students, explain this difference by the great gap between the sophisticated

!

self-expressionof an adult in hidher L1 as compared to in L2: &...the fear of

self-revelation u y interfere in particular with a leama's ability t(o profit fkom situations

of authentic hput"@.461). Stem (1992) explains that this variabIe oouldjustifj. the use
of Ll: "....if L2 learners do not wish to abandon their 'L1 ego', tbey must somehow

reconcile their new L2 co-nce

with an established L1. In such oases, cross-lingual

kchuiques especially those &at confront and compare L2 and Ll, can be helphl in

coming to terms with this inevitable issue of second language laming'' (p. 298-299).
According to Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982, p. 102-103), mother difference between

children and adults is that adults make slightly more interlingual errors than children. In
other words, because adults have a stronger Ll foundation, their L1 can interfere more
...
i

'

.
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...

with L2 ~

~W l e this
g variable
g contributesto the comellsus that adult second.

lauguage acquisition is slower, none ofthe studies dictate how L1 and L2 use should be

used to accommodate this lamer age difference.
The research iindings that suggest how learner age &ects L1/L2 use in the
cl~ssroomshed light on my past tm&ing practice, as weU as guide my future teaching. I
i

,

botve also observed greater learner anxiety amongst older students. My first summer as a
SMAT marked my first significantcontad with adutt begtnning language learners. I was,

stmk by the high d e t y level of colleagues in the role of learners during peer teaching
'C

language lessons. How could they be so anxious in such a small, supportive group of
peers? The fallowing summer 1 was similarly surprised to see some of the participants in

my Sandanom demonstrationworkshop become nmous and flustered, f felt that my

workshop, entitled "Hard. Whole Group Leambg with Soft Teddy Beacs" took into
account possible learner anxiety.

1did not recallsuch anxiety levels whea I previously taught children, even when

the c1uses were not made up of ~~'ecestablished
peer groups. When I first aught Fwnch
at Atlmta Intermitioat School, I noticed that my ken-age students tended to bk more
seif~consciowabout speaking in French about their own ~lothes,f ' e s , etc, than the
p r e ~ t ewere.
: ~ The teddy bear twbniques 1developed addressed the older learam'
seIf-consciowness by putting the spotlight on the bear instead of on the nervous teenager.

I have since confirmed the effectivenessof the teddy bear techniques' in maintaining
learner security with beginning and intermediate:classes of learners aged 11-15.
I am curious to use my teddy bear techtliques witb older learners, ages 14-18, Lf
their classtoom anxiety d m indeed prove to be grata!than that of younger learners, the

bears may become all the more valuable in mhimkhgwe of L1 while m8intahhg

learner securityy especially ifthe older studats do not dismiss the bears as childish. The

older teenagers' written feedback will inform me of their perceptions.
As indicated earlier, the gap between L1 level of expression and L2 level

expression is more likely to be greater for . a M m r t t s than far children. This may cause
greater insecurity and inhibitions and i a c w temptation for adolescents to resort to Ll

in the L2 classroom. Z hypothesize h t aa adolescent's insecurity could be exacerbated

by low L2 proficiency level since her L1 proficiency would be even mars m k e d y
superior to her L2.This brhgs me to the topic of karner proficien~ylevel as it relate$ to

use of L1 and L2,regardless of lemer age.
Teqcher-researchersagree that the temptation for a teacher to use L1 is greater
with lower level learners, althouj& they do not 911agree on whether or not to resist this
tempttition. According to Atkinson (1387, p. 243) and Papaeflhymiou(1987, p, 291, it

niay be unreasonable to impose L2 metdmguage for discussion of structures with lower
level stud~gts.Atkinson (1987, p. 244) recommends the use of rnetalaa-e

inL1,and

he believes that learners have a right to express their views on what takes place ia the
c2assroom. For this reason, he fecomtllrnds that discussions of methodology at early.

levels take place iaeither a mixhue o f both languages or exclusively in the students'
inother tongue, provided that the class has a common El. Gistcque and By (1990) have

gone much M e r &an Atlchson in their acceptance of mixed language use, and have
done classroomresearch to test their code-switchingprocedures with beginning French

student. They claim that "since total use of the FL is out of the question for beghuhg

students,the only way to achieve actual and full c o m u n i d o n in class is by
codeswitching"@. 176). It is challenging, if not impossible, for the teacher to avoid Ll

witb baginning students. Even Ellis (1984, p. 107) who advocates maximaI, if not
exclusive use of L2 at all levels, concedes that it is much easier for teachers to adjust their

L2 speech with intermediate and d v w d level students than with.novicestudents to
emme comunic~on.

I have also experienced greater dBiculty avoiding English with my Iowa level

classes compared to my higher level elasses. I believe that high Btudent proficiency level

in'Frerich coafributed to the fact that it was not only possible, but relatively painless, to
conduct my International Baccalaureate French class entirety in French, even for written
student feedback, The students were able to negotiate meanings in French as they had
done in maay other contexts thrgughout the course. Thus,while it seems promising with
begbing and inkmediate learners tp use L1 critical thinking stmkgies, whether froin

CLL or other sources, I see no reason to do so with advanced learners.

In this section, I have examined how being in small groups afF6cts students'
wilbgness to avoid L1, how LVL2 use can be a part of students' misbehavior and of a

teacher's discipline approwh, a46 how emotional and cognitive developmental

Merences betweep children and adolescent students' affect their use of L1. In beginning
French classes, 1 have used thou and you as approximab tms1ations for tu and vow that
ill us^ the problems of dying on transl&on. Nowadays, as an archaic pronoun, tbou

ha a coxmotation of formality that coexists with its actual use as a second person,
singula, familiar pronoun. Tbis ambiguiv o f thou applies to my use of it in the title of

this section on 1-&mervariables affectingU/LZ use. Ihe teacher must see her students as
@ou rather than en masse, as "you." She needs to respect each d e n t ' s individuality.
Yet she is the orle who sets standards both for LVL2 use and for classroam behavior and

Language: &itn

Some variables affecting LI/lL2use in the classroom are related to the aature of
the'hgwgein question and to learning objectives commonly used inthe teaching and
laming of that language. For example, French is derived from Latin d thus related to
it. However?unlike lath, French is s p h n in many cou11tri.e~and social a

m Because

it is more important to be able to read thanto speak Latin, m e would not expeat similar
LW2 use in Lain and IFm~chclasses, Such Language ch~cteristicsare apeds ofthe
"It" component of the triangular conceptualization of language ttmbing and learning.

The "It" variables include how foreign the L2 is to a individual,The expression for this
measure in the field is "laagwge distance." Language distance invo1ves the degree to

which the L2 differs fiom the L1 lexically, grammatically, and phonetically.

1) How does language distance far the learner influence the use of L1 aud L2 in the

classroom?
Several dimensions qharackrizethe concept oflanguage distance. On the one

hand, language distance involves the distinction between foreign and second language

learning. On the other hand, it refers to how related the L2 is ta the L1 of the learner or to

the teacher. Many agree that when there is greater language distance, it is more difEcult
to regardless of whether there i s a shed first language or lingua h c a in the lassr roam.

-.

,

If there is a common first language or lingua h c a , the challenge is mostly

psychdogical since the temptation to rely on one's L1 for explanations and chitchat is

increased Kthere is na shared first lmguage, the challenge is afa differeatnature. In tbis

case, learning depends partly on the teacher's skill in using extra-lingual support and
conversational adjustments effectively md on the students' receptiveness to these
strategies. The authorsge-

the implicationsof g m k r language distance have

mostly focused on learning contexts where the Ll was an Asian language, and the target

lansuage was English (Lh,1990; B a y , 1969: Danhua, 1995). By contrast, those writing
abut lesser language &stma r e f e d to contexts where English sh the Ll, with

French, Spanish or German as the L2.Giacque md Ely a f f h those teaching French,

Oennan and Spanish ta Eq&h speakers should take advantage ofthe midmad language
.,
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distance by usingtheit wde-switching teaching procedure described d m . Others argue

I

-that,that when the distance is minimal, tbe teacher has no excuse for not copducting the
class exclusively inthe L2.

In a stqdy of language classes with a shared Ll,Duff add Polio (1990, p. 161)
acknowledge how daunting major lmguage distance can fed to both ~e learners and the
teacher, aacI they cite a major LVL2 distauce class as au example of a c l ~where
s
the
teacher uses the most Ll*Unlike L i i Boey a@ Papaethymiou, Polio and Duff do not
accept this as ajustification for using L1. According to Polio (1994), not only does L1
use deprive learners of L2 input but also gives a discaw@g mesage: "These teachers

{using L1 in major language distance contexts) were, in effect, telling the studeats '"Ibis
e1-

is too hard for you. It is too different from your L1 and you will never l e a it"

When 1 compare conclusions regarding language distance and the use of LUL2

Erom my o'wn teaching practice with classroom researchers, I find that I agree with them
in some respects yet cannot always identi@ personally. Like others, I find that the
significant distance between Asian languages and a European language indirectly affect

the use of LVL2 in the classroom because learners cannot rely as significantly on
cognates and grammatical similarities between L1 and L2. I have noticed that students

with an Asian L1 regardless of the type of French class (in International Baccalaureate,
French as a foreign language or French for native/near-native speaker) tend to struggle.

In a way, I feel envious of the ESL/EFL teachers who know the Asian L1 shared
by their classes. I have taught groups with a wide range of L l s, which ideally requires

substantial individualization,In reality, my Asian students have been doubly
disadvantaged in my classes compared to the Asian students of English discussed in my

sources since they share L1 with neither teacher nor classmates, Unable to speak any
Asian language, my non-Asian students and I have tried to help Asian students in my
classes by using English to explain French or translate French. I realize that we could
have been more sensitive to the fact that English as a tool is more limited for Asian
students since it is as different from these students' L1 as French.

The research findiigs validate my past intuitive responses to the particular
problem of major language distance, all the while strengthening my desire to increase the
amount of French used in my classes. To accommodate the specid needs of my Asian
students at A.I.S, I met with them outside of class for extra help. I usually offered them
I

quiz retakes or composition rewrites which were not offered to all students in the class.
Moreover, in the one case where there was more than one student with the same Asian

Ll, I allowed these two Japanese girls to speak some Japanese now and then to help each

other clarify the French. 1used to feel somewhat guilty about these practices but I am

able to justify them now as a means of leveling the playing field for students whose L1 is
very different from French.
I could level the playing field for such learners even more by minimizing use of

English in class, and thereby removing an extra processing step; which is greater for

Asians tlxm for students whose L1 is more similar to French and English. Although I feel

that 1have been avoiding blatant overuse of French as well as blatant overuse of English,
I am committed to increasing the amount of French my students and I use effectively and
meaningfully in the classroom, Addressing the problem posed by learners whose L1
creates greater language distance ftom L2 is h d added incentive to pursue this goal.
Since I have never taught French in a context where French is used outside the

classroom, technically speaking, I have only taught French as a foreign language as
opposed to French as a second language. However, because of the ambiguous FL/SL
status of some classes I have taught, I am interested in what research indicates about the
FLISL distinction in relation to use of L1 and L2 in the classroom.
Several authors agree that maximal L2 input (reduced by L1 use) is especially
important in FL learning contexts because little opportunity exists for exposure to the L2
outside the classroom (Duff and Polio, 1990, p, 154; Polio, 1994, p. 154; Papaefthymiow,
1987, p, 6). There is disagreement, however, as to the relative usefidness of L2 input in

and outside the classroom for SL, learners. Wong-FiIlmore (1985 p. 17) argues that the
classroom can provide better input than the general environment whereas Dulay, Burt,

and Krashen (1982, p. 109) are convjnced of the opposite.
.

-

The so-called native French classes that I have taught at the Atlanta International
-,

School were mme like second l a m e classes than L1 for the ratio of stydents with
French as their L1 was always'about 1: 10. The studeats had leaned French from hav'mg
one or two French-spaking parents and/or h m the primary school b i h d pmgma

Technically, in my class they were not ina true second lan&uagesituation: most of them
were exposed to French only inthe alassroom. I have read tbat b

mairi SO-

'

i students whose

of comprehensible input is one another get an impoverished input due to the

tendency of fossilized interlanguage of such speakers. This deWte1y &rn
igs true of my
'btive'' students who spoke their own kinglais amongst themselves.

2) How does language distance for the teacher influence use of Lland b2 in the

Whether tbe teacher is a native or non-native speaker of the target Ian-e

is an

issue that seved researchers relate to the issue of L a 2 use in the language classroom.

The past trend of exclusive L2 use was largely due ta the plethora ofnative speaker
lqflptlaae teachers. Some gative speaker teachers do not fwl proficient in tbe students'

Ll.

This can prove to be a liability or an asset. On the positive side, it becomes a matter of
necessity rather than self-disciplinein s u ~ hsituations for teachers arrd students 30 speak
to one mother only in the L2.Thus comprehensible input is mahized which .fosters

laming muffand Polio, 1990; Dulay, Burt and Krashea, 1982). On the negative side, if a

native speaker

knowledge of the sh&nts' L1 is very liited, she does not have

the aption of enhancing learning by giving specid attention to points of possible LYL2

intederence andlor transfer. Moreover, some students are intimidated by the fact that

their teacher is a native speaker, regardless of whether she is monolingual or brlingualor

ofwhether she understands their LVL2 interference and/or transfer experiences (Wing,
1987, p. 170).

Eapirical data on the role of the teacher's L1 md L2 in the lrss of L1 in the
-e

classroom is scarce. D&md Polio (1994, p. 1611, looking at native+peaker

teachers, found no co1~eIationbetweea the teacher's pawived or md proficiency in
students' Ll and her use o f t E 2 . Wing (1987, p. 168) on the other haad, looking at
non-native s@er teachers,found a positive correlation between post-gmhak travel

and resideace itla target country and use of the target language in the clwsrooxn.
When 1applied for a W b g position at Atlanta htematioaal School, I was
aware'thatthe school had never hired a non-native language teacher before. During the

jab ~terview,administratorspexelved my non-native sp&er status to be more of a
'shortcomingthan my m-i

tewhing experience,By contrast, my having lived with a

French family for a year impressed them more than my Mhskr's Degree in French. Thus,

?
!

I got a strong sense that the administrationand faulty of A.1.S had biases ag&
.mn-nativespeaker language teachers aud against L1 use hithe clasmm. I concluded

that,intheirjudgment, them was a corre1at:ionbetween these two.

Because I felt that my bosses expected me to mask my "flaw"'of being a
non-dve speakert I was motivated to emphas'ie my Fi~nchname and living
experiences and my nearaative proficiency by avoiding English. In this beginning stage

of my teaching career, concern for my position and status contributed more to my
mnducfig class almost excllusively in French than did concern for the students' ~~g
of French. Over time, I became aware that student anxiety- and inadequate
.L._.~
.
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incomprehension seemed to be blocking l e h g . I did not see an alterrsativeto
itlcmwing my use of English feeling that it would exacerbate my inferiority complex visa-vis my native-speakerwfleagues wbom I imagined avoided English

the cfassroom.

This pmject has led me to become aware of thc influenceof mi attitudes about
language distance at A.I. S. This awareness has shaped my xe1ationSbip (red and
apparent) with the French language and culture. After A.I.S. I chose a teaching position

in a school where, d i k e at a s , there are many non-native langmge teachers. I
concluded that while my French name will be sufficientto mislead some students and
teachers in my new school to believe that I am French, it was of ilo value far me to
encourage the illusion. I have become less &aid that my use of L l will be per&ived as a

shortcoping stemming from being a non~nativespeaker. B~ecauseI could idenw- with
the absewation recorded by classroom researchers that some students are intimidated at

t4e thowt that the teacher i s a native speaker, I have been developing.thehabit of

clearly communicatingto my students aad the entire school community that I am not a
native speaker of French. In this way, I can reduce student anxiety and model a positive
non-native speaker's relationshipwith L.2.

In this section, I haw presented the "It", as what the students and the teacher
perceive themselves to be !earning or teaching in the classroom. In other words, where

language is concerned, whether the L2 is considered very merent fibm the students' or
tmcher's LC1 and whether the t2is spoken inthe learners' c ~ r n u n i w
as a second
langpage Muence how and how much Li is used in the classroom.

My explodon of effwtive use of L2 and L1, characterized by questions and
experimentation, will continue inmy teaching. h this project, I have discussed what

research and reflection on my own teaching practice reveal about numerous variables
affecting L1 and L2use in the classmom. I have classEed these variables into h e
gbupk teacher-related, learner-related and laaguagdcontent relW The researchers I

consdtedprovided me with the terminology necessary to understand their

and

answers, and I am now better able to contxibute my own perspectives. In my preselibtion

of each group of variables, several key terns helped me formulate questions to orient the
project. In the teacher section, I ask the following questiom: 1) What are same sJcills and
strategies used to improve the compfebeusibility of L;?talk between teacher and students?

2) How do extra-linguistic strategieshelp the teacher avoid or d h i z e we of Ll? 33
What are some problems leading to and dsing fiom L a 2 alternation? 4)Is translation
a valid teaching technique?

In the leaner section, another set of questions orients the discussion I) How do
student behaviors aqd attitudes during small group activities influence the use of L1 and
~2.h
the olasmom? 2) What is the relatiosMp between use ofL1 and L2 and classroom

mwgernent? 3) How do learner age and proficiency levels influence the use of L 1 a d
L2 inthe classroom?

In the fiaal W o n on ~anguage/contentvariables, a third set of questions
r '

emerges: 1) How does language distance for the learner influence the use of Ll and L2 in

the classroom? 2) How does language distance for the teacher influence use of Ll aad
L2 in the classroom?
Before beginniag this project, students' lack ofparticipation md comprehewion
in my clbses, a5 well as their use of L2,led me to suspect Ulat I lacked skills and
strategies to ensure that my students and I would u11d.e-d

each others7French. In the

first chapter of the "I" section, I addressed the issue of skills and strategies h t improve
the comprehemibility of L2 talk between t h ternher
~
aad stdenp. I presented

explanations and mlevance ofthe tern: teacher-talk, comprehensible input,
coriversatioaal djusfments, negotiation ofmeaning, expansion, and display questions. I
,.': ,.,

. ._I.:

have come to agree with an = w e n t fbat numerous remwhern make .regarding
teacher-talk In order for L2 teacher-talk to work as comprehensible input for students,
teachers must use canversatiod adjustoaents, such as expansion often and well. They
must also minimize use of display questions to foster the negotiation of meaning between

teacher and students that in turn enhances Ltadng. However, even the most experienced

and L2 proficient teachersmay lack such skills. Reading about others' teacherrtalk aud
mflecting on my own has helped me acknow1edge my slow, well-articuld speech and
use of cognates as a strength, and my use of expansion and dispiay quesdans as areas for

I addressed the concept ofextra-linguisticsupport in the second chapter of the 'T'

section. I presented md explained the relevant terms extra-liiguistioadvance organiizers,
and rdia, as well as perceptible and ambiguous meanings I agreed with the resewhers
L.--?,'

who state that extra-linguistic upp port is useful in makirag m d g s perceptible without

L1, although not all visuals are useful in avoiding LI because they sometimes make
meanings ambiguow I did not agree ~ntirelywith the majority of sources

at^ the

limitatiorrs of extra-linguistic support, however. My experience with non-verbal

materials, such as with my teddy bear ~ c ~ q u suggest
es
that extra-linguistic support is
usefulfor a l l levels and ages of learners, notjust with children a d beginners Moreover,

extra-linguisticsupport can reinforce L2 without use of L1 but also with use of Ll as 31

the case of Boey's effective use of translations with pictures to t w h L2 vacabulary,

In response to the third question of the 'T'section, it becams:clear that I am
certainly not alone in grappling with this issue, as it is vary controversial in the field of

lm-e

teaching. Regardless ofwfiat stand they take, researchers use the following

.pe#hent expressioas to discuss shiRing back and forth between Lland L2 ig tbe

classroom: language alternation, sequencing pattern, code-switcblng, and andative Blter.

Language altemtioh does not always correspond to the teacher's ideal because of the
coqstmints of her own limited skills or b u s e of extend constrahts from her teaching

context. There! are several cornon threads in the various ideas about language

dternati~n.One is the reconmenbationthat the twher have a ratidde, often mlated to

students' affwtive filter and motivation, and also that she develop clear p r w e s for
structuring and sequencing L1 and L2 lesson phases. W h m 1used to think that any

language alternation was undesirable, my goal has changed from e I ' i g Ll to

mhimkimg its use so as to maximize L2 compreh&ible input. Moreover, I bbeliek
when language alternation does take place in my lessons I should structure aud sequence

In examining whether tmmlatiorl is a valid teaching technique in the fourth
question af the 'T' section, it was important for me to understand the following
apressions; the Wacy of one-to-one equivalencies md functiond tramlation.
Translation is one kind oflmpage alternation that can be used as a teachirig/ldg

strategy. As a asbing stmkgy, translation, especially #?omL1 to L2,is:criticized by
,

many, partly because it is thought to emphasii L2 comprehension at the expense ofL2
production Cm agree with the msemhem who warn that ImnsIation carries mamy risks, but

my exprienm indicatesthat s~~

tmm1ation bath fiom L2 to L1 aad from L1 to jt2

can edmace lemming in ways that L2 only strab3gies may not. Tbe more my students and

I become a w e of the risks of translation, the more we can minhize them.

In the fdth question which be*

the "Thounsection, I asked how student

behviors and attitudes in student-studmi interactions Muence the use of LI and L2 in
.

\-,

the classroom I found that some recurringterms in the research were peer interacti~n,

~d
group work, student speaking turns, cooperative leamhg, accuracy, attention, and
assessment. Research confirms my impression that my le8fners prbfar speaking L2
with ~

rto -her-student
s

L2 exchanges. In s d I groups students take more speaking

tuflls tban in a teacherlcen@redformat because they are more related and interested, and

atso because they have more opportunities, They tend to speak more L2 than in
teacherccenteedformats. It is impossible to eliminate L1 h m small group work

entirely: bowever, the teacher can maximize L2 use and minimize L1 use by assessing
.

small group work riprousIy and consistently.

,Inthe Thou'' seetion, discussion of tbe relationship between use of L1 and L2
I

and classroom ma~agementinvolves concepts such as disengagement end disdptiim,

*

rules, rapport, pasitive affective climate and trust Some sources argue that classrmm

management is possible without lm&uage alternation I feel &at it is pssibb and essential
for &e to impruve my clmsmm management skills*but not without L1 use. The
pmgress I have made thus f ~ in
r lhis snahas involved incarpo-g

~1 in shdmi

feedback on behavior and attitudes, and I believe that further progcess will q u h Ll as
well.

As for lamer age and proficiency level variables, my sources discussed children,
ad~~8scents
add adults their anxiety levels their L1 ego and their hterlhgual errors.
Research does no! make a strong argument that cognitive differences &Ween younger
and older l&em

justify any

use of L1 or L2.However, I found mppart from a

few researchers for my observationthat adolescent learners tend to resort to L1 use in

.
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order to maintain their Ll level of expression, which is markedly higher than their L2
level of expmssioq. I believe that as the tcacba, I can charmel this naedfor higher lever

expression into L1 student written feedback aad other Ll critical fhinking exercises.
The cuncept language distance is brought up in the "It" section of@ project. For

effwtive use of 1 and L2,the teacher must undemtmd the M

~ of
S ~aug~~ajge
distance,

@msferand inter$erenw for the learner as well as the difference between second
Language learning and foreign language learning. For most of my students whose L1 is

English, French presents minimal language distance and reliance on cognates and
grammatical similarities between L1 and L2 leads to both transfer and iute&mnce,
However, research bas made me aware that the gregter language distauce betweenFrench

and Asian languages sets some of my Asian students apatt ftom their classmates. I must
.
.
;
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take this into account as I give directions for L1 and L2 use in my teaching.

Finally, d m I exambed what studies reveal about the influence ofthe teacher's
langmge distauw from her L1 to tbe target language on the use of Ll and L2, the

ihfomationI found involved native vs. non-native speaking teachers,on the one haad,

and m o n o 1 ' i vs. bilingual teachem, on the o k hand. Research does not point to any
ckar trends in native speaking and mn-native speaking teachers' use ofLl and of L2 in
the hguage classroom. Nevtxkless, the mearch helped me to become aware that at

Atlanta Intedonal School, I thought that appearing to be a native speaker ofFrench
w d d indirectly help me foster effective student practice of L2. At Watafbd High

School, on the contrary, I have felt that being recognized as a non-~iue
speaker of
French, who has attained near-native fluency, is more hdpM for my students' learning of

French,
,
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triangular concepfualization ofteaohing and laming and the

interactions between the'teacher,the learner and the subject matter is relevant to my
study of Ll/L2 use because it provides a way of class0$hgthe variables invoIved,It, is

-alsoimportant to me because of tho interplay of my perceptions of the teacher, thv legmer
and the subject-matter and my beliefs and practices mEted to use of L1 and I3&the
clsssroom. I am influenced by the current aspiration, shared by m a y other teachers, of
developing a teacher role as "guide on the side" rather than "sage on a stage". My
perception of the teacher mle has indeed changed. I have a passion for French language,
,:<
i

literatme and culture and my learning of Frenoh was influenced by inunersiin

"'3

experiences. Therefore, far me, Wig the sage on the @agemeant that 1saw
above all as a s o w anct model of accurate and authentic French, with no English to
i

1

distract my learners, At Atlanta International School, I saw my main teacher hctiom as

presenting and evaluating. Becoming a guide on the side however,implies fhe functions
ofwatching and coaching learners and of giving fdback as well as evaluations,

Changing the perception of'T'meant perceiving "Thou" differently, as well.

Initially I saw my students somewhat like an audience, somewhat like vessels that had to

be Wed with L2 knowledge. Gradually, I: began to incorporate more student fkedback,
small group work instead of lectures and drilis and student-gm&

texts with fewer

literary excerpts md scripted Mugues. I began to see my students as more active and

autonomous, bringing resources, interests, and insecurities which were different h m my
own to their inkaction with the French language and culture. 1beg= to see how their LI

could be a rtmmrcethat I bad not previously acknowledged, and L1 use 8s an expression
of a type of L2 becurity tbat 1do not often experience myself

My sense of the "It" has changed aIong with ''I" and "Thou". This has
imp1ications for my attitudes a d actions regarding use of Ll and L2. In mtrospect, 1 see
that I initidly wanted ta teach students to become like the "Other," that is, more like a

French person, as I thought I had. I felt they could sttain this with accurate use of

grimmar and idioms, native-like pronunciation, and howledge of French customs aad
literature. J: now believe that lrttlguage is for eommunicat~oawith the "Other"and for
self-expmsioa, rather than for becoming the CCOther."
Thus, communicative competence
became a much more important component of "It." Helping students to communicate in

Fre~chsometimes necessitabs firsfirst eliciting what they .wantto express in English. I have

thus chosen to abandon the monolingual principle with all but my most proficient
studentsofFrench.
Even as I was researching and writing this project, the LI/L2 lens that I am

.
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craf€ingshaped my beliefs and patices and increased my awareness and confidence.

Rather than offering a proscription for use of L1 and L2,I have come to the conclusion
,

.

that there is no formula to fit dl teachers in sll teachingconk* a l l of the time.
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